Connections

Writing and Art
Write a story about why some people think rainbows or falling stars bring good luck. Draw a picture for your story.

Science
How can you sort the objects from the book into different groups? Share your ideas with a partner.
What do people think brings good luck?

Focus Question

Words to Know

believe
bring
ideas
items
lantern
luck
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Good luck is something a person can never have too much of. Many people believe that certain items bring good luck. People around the world have many ideas about where good luck comes from.

Some people in India think an elephant brings good luck.
Some people in Ireland think a four-leaf clover brings good luck.

Some people in England think a horseshoe brings good luck.
Some people in China think a red lantern brings good luck.

Some people in Africa think a crocodile tooth brings good luck.
Some people in the United States think a rabbit’s foot brings good luck.

Some people around the world think a rainbow brings good luck.
Some people around the world think a falling star brings good luck.

Is there something that you think brings you good luck?